Rock Climbers Needed to Assess A Battery of Tests!

You may be able to participate if you: and:
- Are 18 to 45 years
- Climbing for longer than 1 year
- Lead Climbed outdoors within the past 6 months
- Have no current injuries or injuries within past 3 months that have kept you from climbing

The School of Health Studies is analyzing the ability of battery of tests to predict climbing performance!

1 Screening session of 60 minutes
2 Testing sessions of 45-90 minutes in UM Roane Fieldhouse

You will receive your current body fat percentage and help to project research in this growing sport! [http://www.memphis.edu/spahcc/](http://www.memphis.edu/spahcc/)

If interested, please contact Daniel Gregg: [digregg@memphis.edu](mailto:digregg@memphis.edu)